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Chapter 1 : Info on Hz Music - PowerThoughts Meditation Club
Without Hz, there would be no circles, nor the ability to measure space/time. resolves to a 6, the icon for physical
manifestation. That is, 5+2+8=15; and 1+5=6 (using Pythagorean math).

It connects your heart, your spiritual essence, to the spiraling reality of heaven and earth. Independently
confirmed by researchers, these core creative frequencies were used by ancient priests and healers in advanced
civilizations to manifest miracles and produce blessings. Math scientist Victor Showell describes as
fundamental to the ancient Pi, Phi, and the Golden Mean evident throughout natural design. Vic Showell and
John Stuart Reid a pioneer in acoustic research and cymatic measurements have proven that is essential to the
sacred geometry of circles and spirals consistent with DNA structuring and hydrosonic restructuring. He and
his research partner, Nancy Hutchinson formerly Nancy Lazaryan , used the Hz frequency and other Solfeggio
tones to reduce the oil and grease in polluted waters. The polluted area was treated with the frequencies for
four hours the first day, and by the next morning, the waters were cleared. They also did four more hours of
RF frequency to complete the test. The frequency device was situated about 25 feet up the beach from the
water. Two dolphins came into 5 feet of water to visit. Their results were certified by Dr. Naman, an analytical
chemist with almost 30 years in the field, tested the samples and confirmed the complete removal of oil and
grease from the after treatment sample source tested. John and Nancy can clear a radius of about a mile in one
hour session. Analytical Chemical Testing Laboratory, Inc. He wrote that this 4 Hz higher pitch is more
generally pleasing for musicians worldwide. Koehler reported most enthusiastically that the Hz frequency
resonates most powerfully and enduringly. In , multiple Grammy Award nominee Amerie produced her new
album â€” Cymatika, Vol 1 â€” in Hz frequency to broadcast genetic healing. Every day more and more
people tune themselves to the harmonic vibrations of music. People were playing and chanting in Hz, praying
for all polluted water to be blessed worldwide. The Concert for the Living Water was produced by Dr Leonard
Horowitz and thousands of volunteers worldwide â€” there were no large commercial sponsors. A Recipe for
the Planet Hz is the bioenergy of health and longevity. It is the harmonic vibration that lifts your heart and
divine voice in harmony with heaven. Can you imagine how beautiful the world would be with the Love
vibration permeating the air? More and more people are awakening spiritually, mentally and emotionally and
choose to be in tune with Hz. This healing frequency helps you flow in perfect rhythm and harmony. Nearly
our entire global economy is built upon a foundation of illness, sickness, and death. The powerful Sound of
Love can end the problems on Earth today. I encourage you to use the Hz frequency to restore human
consciousness to its full power and potential. Facebook Youtube Instagram Twitter About Attuned Vibrations
provides high-quality products that blend music therapy, sound frequencies and sacred geometry as part of a
unique approach to health, personal growth and higher consciousness.
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Chapter 2 : Hz vs. Hz | Attuned Vibrations
DEFINITION OF THE LOVE FREQUENCY. is known as the 'Miracle' tone which brings remarkable and extraordinary
changes. Dr. Joseph Puleo analyzed the meaning of the tone using Latin dictionaries and hidden entries from Webster's
Dictionary.

The answer is simple: Both Hz and the Hz Love frequency are proven to create healing vibrations for the
mind, body and spirit. That being said, we as human beings are constantly changing and our energy channels
may need different ranges of notes or frequencies. There is a huge amount of people who have wonderful
effects with music tuned to Hz. However, there is also a significant cross-selection of the human race who
have healing experiences with both the Hz and Solfeggio harmonics. I utilize them in my healing work and am
happy to see how many blessings they bring to the listeners. I encourage you to try both Hz tuning and Hz and
feel the difference in your heart. Let the numbers tell the truth and are fundamental to the sacred geometry The
numbers and have deep ancient cosmological meanings and connotations. They are also both vitally important
in universal construction. Victor Showell, math scientist, has discovered some interesting relationships
between those 2 unique numbers. The first simple association is: Simple calculations show that they both give
key numbers for universal construction: The STU was the Toltec measure unit and, as is related in their myths,
was passed to them by the gods from the stars. The harmony can be proven by simply subtracting from If we
take and subtract , then we can also get 12 or 3. These sets of numbers: Notes of the same celestial music Hz
and Hz are vitally important for healing Hz and the sacred Solfeggio including Hz are resonating together in
harmony. I know that there are proponents and critics of both types of music, but they miss the fact that any of
these tunings is not better or worse. It is very possible for you to be impacted by any of these notes. I know
people who used Hz for many years and then tuned their bodies to the Solfeggio vibrations. Many others use
both Hz tuning and the Hz music to resonate with the divine energy every day. Rather than going into critics
and wars, I really encourage you to try to tune yourself to both of these types of music. They are your
pathways to the same invisible and beautiful world of healing vibrations. Facebook Youtube Instagram
Twitter About Attuned Vibrations provides high-quality products that blend music therapy, sound frequencies
and sacred geometry as part of a unique approach to health, personal growth and higher consciousness.
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Chapter 3 : Hz â€“ The Love Frequency | Attuned Vibrations
MIRACLE Solfeggio Hz. Can be used for relaxation and deep meditation and healing. According to Dr. Leonard
Horowitz, Hertz is a frequency that is central to the "musical mathematical.

Astonishing revelations about Divine creation, with revolutionary new healing applications. The Book of That
warm fuzzy feeling you have in your heart when you are in LOVE reflects this frequency of energy that
mathematics proves is Hz. This energy is the heart of everything. These revelations secure your freedom from
doctrines that are downright foolish and dis-easing. Walk on Water provides startling proof of heaven on
earth; the musical manifestation of the material world, and the mathematics of spirituality and Love
connecting your heart to the center of the universe! He unearths compelling scientific evidence of your
spiritual sustainance, and gives practical advice for your success as a powerful co-creator. If you are interested
in alternative medicine, metaphysics, music, simple mathematics, chanting, or praying, Dr. Horowitz
Horokane relays great news. It offers new hope for the loving masses to survive the worldwide plagues,
famine and weather changes that are now at hand. In perfect time for these cataclysmic events, Healing Codes
presents an urgent, monumental and inspired work that will be hailed for generations to come. In this new
book, Dr. Horowitz Horokane and Dr. Puleo investigate years of religious and political mischief, and the latest
technologies being used to enslave, coerce, and even kill billions of unsuspecting people. Horowitz Horokane
latest book, The Book of The book provides the science, math, discussions, and instructions proving LOVE is
â€”the reason grass is green and animals eat it to be miraculously healed. Alternatively, the possibility that
these bizarre germs were laboratory creations, accidentally or intentionally transmitted via tainted hepatitis
and smallpox vaccines in the U. Pirates of the Sacred Spiral Description: In other words, the bioenergetics of
genetics precipitates life. These scientific revelations bring expanded spiritual meaning to life, physical
embodiment, and even evolution. Yet, leading genetic industrialists prefer to keep these uplifting and freeing
truths secret. The greatest risk of manipulation and threatened extinction is at hand. As humanity teeters on the
brink of unprecedented DNA-mediated, spiritual ascendance or complete enslavement if not extinction, argues
award winning author and public health expert, Dr. This book offers revolutionary new views of emerging
genetic research consistent with largely secreted science and sacred spiritual knowledge. Chapters
incorporated this metaphysical science non-fiction thriller include discussions of electro-genetics, quantum
physics, bioholography, human consciousness, and even spiritual dynamics, to accomplish an urgent mission:
Highest Recommendation and Glowing Praise from Reviewers. In the wake of the Sept. By giving you the full
background and complete picture of who funds global terrorist organizations AND space based-weapons, and
for what demonic purposes, Dr. Coming soon is biowarfare, increasing global plagues, nuclear threats, more
massive droughts and earthquakes, and population control technologies operated from space and effective
beyond your wildest nightmares. Will you be prepared with the intelligence you and your loved ones need to
survive? For beginners, this book is a crash course and reality check. For seasoned preparedness and
conspiracy buffs, here is your next level, urgent lessons, and stunning documentation! Drawing on ancient
scriptures, natural medicine, and modern science, these truths, applied in your life, can help you turn illnesses
into blessings and life threatening diseases into supernatural recoveries. This book, and related seminars
conducted by Dr. Horowitz Horokane , delivers an extraordinary message of hope at a critical time in human
history. Uncovering compelling evidence, Dr. Included is information that will make the staunchest vaccine
proponent balk. Instructions for demanding your civil and religious right to refuse vaccines for your children
are included. This tape has literally saved thousands of lives! If medical and dental experts have let you down,
start here to get lasting relief. Gulf War Syndrome Sorry to say, this one has gone out of print. See if you can
get a used copy somewhere if you have the need to know about this excellent, but unpopular, selection about
the politics and propaganda surrounding this infectious disease related to biological warfare. The program
features Dr. Dear Visitor, this tape will bring tears to your eyes. Leave a Reply Your email address will not be
published.
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Chapter 4 : Books by Dr Len Horowitz
For example; with the number , which is the electromagnetic frequency of "Mi," it works like this: 5 + 2 + 8 = Then you
add the 1 plus 5 because you always reduce to the single digit.

Most sensitive audiophiles feel a difference, and many veteran music lovers feel a BIG difference. Horowitz
asked the technical developers the same question. They explained that the difference is measurable by testing
the duration of the Hz frequency transpositions and comparing it with the original recordings. You will see the
track is slightly shorter, meaning it is slightly virtually unnoticably faster. So energetically, there is a bit more
energy. But that is not the most important reason you FEEL a great improvement in energy. The main reason
is "phase locking" of resonance energy with the heart of the universe. A small increase in energy tuning puts
you directly in sync with the heart of universal creation--selected by the botanical world to vibe optimally with
health and sustainability: Horowitz says that Hz transpositions provide a "subtle," albeit "significant" benefit,
as he personally experiences regularly with "relaxation responses" and more frequent "breath releases" when
listening to Hz music. He gains more relaxation and positive physiological responses when listening to Hz
recorded music. Read "The Book of It goes into the electrogenetics of the musical mathematics upon which
this theory of DNA repair is based. Theoretically, damaged DNA has no other choice but to follow the path of
least resistance and vibrate back into its most natural normal state," Dr. To answer this important question
more completely, Dr. Specifically, regarding DNA repair, everyone awaits more research in this field. Lee
Lorenzen who simply, matter-of-factly, provided Dr. Horowitz with the statement that DNA repair was
facilitated by Hz. Lorenzen is a reputable scientist, and Dr. Following years of accumulating information
about , and understanding more about electrogenetics, it made sense to Dr. Horowitz that Hz frequency would
create a natural resonance by which DNA, spinning in its water matrix, would be cymatically affected and
potentially even restructured, back to its original, natural, form. Horowitz showed in his books, "Walk on
Water" and "The Book of Based on the math, and knowledge of cymatic and acoustic science, many of Dr.
Now that we know resonates at the center, or heart, of the universe and universal construction, what resonant
vibration do you believe lies at the center of your DNA--the "blueprint" of your physical construction? It
makes common sense that Hz would be supportive and even repairative to DNA. Probably it would cure world
aggression if given a chance and widespread playtime. In this way, public broadcasting could really make a
difference! We know that Hz sound and nm of light vibrates at the center of the universe, at the heart of
rainbows, from the heart of the sun, and at the center of your heart as well. And what emotions vibe at the
center of your heart? Most people would say, "LOVE," among heart-felt emotions impacting happiness vs.
Other heart-felt emotions are also stimulated by Hz. This is why the Awareness component of the Revolution
is as important as the Prospering component for diagnosing problems and advancing remedies stopping
needless suffering and sadness felt in our hearts. The word "depression" tells this bigger story. Depressed
means lacking energy or vitality, that is, the opposite of excitation and exhilaration. It turns out that all energy,
including the normal energy required for health, happiness, and metabolic sustenance, sources from electrons.
These vibrating sub-atomic particles certainly impact your mood through body chemistry, endocrinology, and
psycho-pharmacology, the same way green plants impact the air you breathe by the greenish-yellow nm color
pigment of chlorophyll generating "prana," atmospheric "chi," and the Holy-spirited aloha breathe of life. That
cures everything needlessly distressed, depressed, and diseased. Rarely do Old and New Testament prophesies
coincide precisely as in this case. A "key" is a musical note, as well as an unlocking instrument. Doors that
open and close beyond human reach infers metaphysical energy vortices, including the "heart chakra" honored
in Oriental medicine and acupuncture as the greenish-yellow energy field infusing and radiating from your
heart. This is the heart of the rainbow said to be spinning like a vortex of energy in the middle of your chest,
where your heart is surrounded by your lungs. This is the main function of the botanical world, delivering the
life-giving oxygen through your heart to your bloodstream, and every cell in your body. The Revolution is
advancing the best opportunity for this common understanding, including understanding why civilization
seems bent on, even destined to, being destroyed by greed, arrogance, and ignorance. Most people agree, there
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are givers vs. Each person, like every frequency, is unique. People dance to their own drum, with different
heart-beats and blood pressures. It generates distress, much like the tone used for the National Emergency
Alert System. So this evidence suggests the world is full of ers in virtual competition with ers, just like the
spiritual or religious war ongoing between good vs. Horowitz believes that some people are genetically
predisposed to resonate most harmoniously with Hz, whereas others receive and transmit Hz more
consistently. Meaning a faster acquisition of "critical mass," or the "th monkey" effect, is promised, most
"miraculously," by your support for the Revolution. Horowitz about Hz in contrast to Hz used in
contemporary music that is "out of tune," modified intentionally, similar to the falsification in the Gregorian
calendar. Tones are really the most fundamental things, and I think it is really a problem for the whole of
humanity if they are intentionally modified. So, I always recommend it to people when I lead water
ceremonies worldwide. They are extraordinary vehicles of healing and transformation. Tesla was quoted
saying "If You only knew the magnificence of the 3s, 6s and 9s, then you would have a key to the Universe. I
am totally committed to I love what you and Sherri both do. Thank you both so much. Mary Henderson Hi,
Sherri, I just was able to read the latest email regarding the lawsuits and all the challenges you and Dr.
Horowitz have been put through. Just when I was thinking how few heros we have these days, I am reminded
of you both. Len, Just writing this to tell you how much my heart overflows with love and gratitude for your
awesome contributions to humanity. I thank God with tears for a soul as sweet as yours. Yet with shame they
will see your zeal for your people. Yes, fire will destroy your enemies. The energy, conviction, revelation,
intelligence and courage you bring to this is invaluable. I now understand why I have been unfulfilled,
heartbroken, and insane; never understood, or knew of the Codes, Keys and Structures that declare the Father.
Your logical brilliant conclusions have removed the scales from my eyes, and the hardness from my heart.
Warm Regards, Graham in the UK. We are so grateful for your work. You amongst many others have
definitely been seeding the light for the good that is to come.
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Chapter 5 : Revolution Home - Revolution
Hz vs. Hz on Attuned Vibrations | Hz vs. HzThese two frequencies resonate in cosmic harmonySome people ask me
which frequency is the best choice for healing purposes. The answer is simple: use the one that works best for you.

Feedback Info on Hz Music Modern science has begun to recognize what the ancient mystics and wise men
have told us for centuries; that everything is in a constant state of vibration. Everything down to the smallest
physical particle to the things we cannot perceive with our yet limited senses. The most elemental state of
vibration is that of sound. Everything has an optimum range of vibration frequency , and that rate is called
resonance. When we are in resonance, we are in balanced. Every organ and every cell in our precious body
absorbs and emits sound with particular optimum resonate frequency. Independently confirmed by researchers
this was used by ancient priests and healers in advanced civilizations to create miraculous manifestations of
what is faithfully imagined, envisioned, and intended. The Hz is still being used in this manner by those who
have not forgotten its power. It is the harmonic vibration that lifts your heart. It is the frequency of Love. More
and more people are awakening spiritually, mentally and emotionally and choose to be in tune with Hz. This
healing frequency helps us flow in perfect rhythm and harmony. Horrowtiz the worlds leading expert in the
effects of the Hz frequency â€” encourages us to use Hz to restore human consciousness to its full power and
potential. Sunbeams, the rainbow, flowers, grass and even the buzzing of bees vibrates at Hz. Nature in
balance vibrates at Hz. It is the frequency of life itself. The frequency of Hz appears to influence the water
molecules that surround the DNA helix, thereby bringing about healing effects on DNA. Horowitz, all healing
occurs from sonic waves or vibrations resonating throughout the Universe. This is echoed by Dr. Candice Pert
who states that energy and vibration go all the way to the cellular level, opens the chromosomes and exposes
the DNA to the frequencies. Four styles of music for health, including Gregorian chants that use the Solfeggio
scale, were converted to scalar audio waves and played via a CD player to test tubes containing in vitro DNA.
Here is the difference: The Hz Solfeggio frequency is a pure singular tone. Not pulsating as the binaural beats
two different frequencies together or isochronic pulsating single tone. It has nothing to do with the sound of
the solfeggio tone itself though they vibrate on the same wavelength Other Fascinating Hz Facts According to
Dr. Math scientist Victor Showell describes that the Hz vibration is fundamental to the ancient Pi, Phi, and the
Golden Mean evident throughout natural design. Vic Showell and John Stuart Reid a pioneer in acoustic
research and cymatic measurements have proven that is essential to the sacred geometry of circles and spirals
consistent with DNA structuring and hydrosonic restructuring. Listening to Hz music resonates inside our
body, releases emotional blockages and expands our consciousness. It creates Unity instead of separation. It
expands our hearts and makes us more compassionate and loving. One thing is for sure. A person who
resonates with love have inner peace â€” and this is the starting point for a world where we live in Unity,
Peace and Harmony with each other and Mother Earth.
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